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Reference: PDMVBOSPOTRM01
EAN13: 8057730875844

            

Pendant lamp with textile cable, Tub-E14 lampshade and metal details -
Made in Italy - Bulb included
Finish: White
Light bulb: Without bulb

Descrizione

The Creative-Cables pendant lamp complete with Tub-E14 lampshade is the perfect lighting solution when you want to
give light to special spots to interiors and create a unique atmosphere.

Tub-E14 is the ideal lampshade for every spotlight lover : a very versatile lighting solution, able to adapt to many
needs and requirements.
This single pendant is equipped with a double ferrule lamp holder and is connected to one of our round cables to be
installed directly on your ceilings.

This is the perfect suspension lamp to give light to all those interiors that have made the most modern trends (from
vintage to industrial) their trademark and is ideally suited to many interiors: from bedrooms to living rooms,
through bars and kitchens.

This chandelier is ready to be installed by expert hands and you can buy it already complete with bulb: we have
chosen the E14 R50/A45 LED bulb for you, but alternatively you can take a look at our assortment of LED design bulbs
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to find the one that best suits your style.

Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

Scheda tecnica

Hanging lamp composed of:
190 cm of cable 2x0.75 of the selected color
1 metal ceiling rose of the selected finish
1 portalampada E14 doppia ghiera in termoplastica per lampshade
1 lampshade in metallo Tub-E14 of the selected finish ø 60 mm H 153mm

Made in Italy

Light bulb [DL700205]: LED, R50, E14, 50 mm, 87 mm, 220/240V, 4W, Classe: F. 2700 K, 330 Lm, dimmable
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